
IN THIS ISSUE
Each issue develops a personality as it takes shape. This spring DIALOGUE

takes a critical look at Mormon culture and individuals within that culture.
It is always difficult to assess who we are and what we are doing as part of a
larger scheme. The authors confront these questions in personal ways that widen
our perspectives.

We open the issue with Levi Peterson's poignant response to writing the bi-
ography of Juanita Brooks, well known for her groundbreaking historical works
on pioneers in southern Utah and a role model to many historians of Mormon
country. Peterson's book won the 1987 David W. and Beatrice C. Evans Biog-
raphy Award.

Armand Mauss, who has dedicated his sociological career to understanding
religions, discusses the difficulty of assimilating our unique Mormon culture
into mainstream American life. Utilizing a series of surveys and impressions
of Mormon culture, Mauss traces signs of assimilation and resulting retrench-
ment efforts that have moved us toward fundamentalism.

In the past, few scholars have given detailed attention to LDS conference
talks, but a number of communications students are now analyzing how
speakers use the language and what messages are being heard. Dorice Williams
Elliott explores the "unsaid" in a general conference address to women.

In an analysis of Bruce Jorgensen's "A Song for One Still Voice," Susan
H. Miller shows us that literary criticism reveals more than just the details of
a particular story. Sharing the poetic fervor of the original story, Miller re-
minds us as Latter-day Saints to celebrate the spirituality of physical experience.

Growing older is something we all must deal with. IN ell Folkman s essay
analyzes the problems facing the elderly and their families, then quotes exten-
sively from the journals of several middle-aged caretakers. In our Personal
Voices section, Gay and Sam Taylor role-play about God and Satan from the
perspective of seven decades of experience. Paris Anderson creates a different
setting as he discusses his relationship with an eccentric grandfather. Com-
pleting this section, Dian Saderup's beautiful essay describes her unexpected
moments of epiphany in Canterbury Cathedral.

Using southern Utah as a setting, Edward Geary writes with warmth and
humor about "Jack-Mormons." In "Notes and Comments" Robert McCue
provides an interesting contrast between LDS and RLDS activity and growth
in British Columbia.

Our poetry section features the work of Sherwin Howard (whose poems
won first place in the 1987 DIALOGUE writing contest), Karen Moloney, and
Linda Sillitoe. Well-known to Mormon audiences, Sillitoe is DIALOGUE'S new
poetry editor. We express thanks to Michael Collings who has ably filled that
job for the past six years.
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